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PHYSICAL REVIEW C VOLUME 29, NUMBER 6

Narrow 0+ state in Ne and the 06+ and 07+ rotational bands

JUNE 1984

H. T. Richards, G. Caskey, ' J. H. Billen, and S. R. Riedhausert
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

D. J. Steck
St. John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota 56321

(Received 24 February 1984)

A reanalysis of old data removes the (0+,2+) ambiguity for a very narrow state at
E„( Ne)=11.55 MeV and gives a unique 0+ assignment. Such a 0+ state corresponds well to a
predicted state at 11.494 MeV of unusually small reduced widths for decay to both the ground and
first excited state of ' O. This new 0+ state is a better 06+ band head for the 8p-4h states at 15.159
MeV (6+) and 18.538 MeV (8+) than the currently accepted 0+ state at 12.44 MeV. Possible 2+ and
4+ members are considered. The higher 0+ level at E„=12.44 starts a new 07 band, and candidates
for this band are critically discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Steck, ' from a study of ' O(a, y) Ne and from a phase
shift analysis of ' O(a, ao)' 0, found a narrow resonance
at E„=11552+8keV for which he limited the possible
spin assignments to 0+ or 2+. The ambiguity arose be-
cause the natural level width was enough less than his
resolution that the folding in of the resolution removed
most of the resonance's phase and amplitude interference
effects. His analysis assumed I a =I", a reasonable as-

aO

sumption since the resonance is only -770 keV above the
threshold for inelastic scattering to ' O (6.05 MeV). With
these assumptions Steck found I"=1.0+0.5 keV. At Ox-
ford, Fifield et al. confirmed Steck's results and quoted

E» =11557+6 keV, (0+,2+), I = 1.3+0.8 keV based sole-

ly on the Oxford ' O(ct, y) Ne measurements. The fact
that decay from radiative capture was 100% to the 2+,

Ne (1.63 MeV} state perhaps favors a 0+ assignment
since the ground state decay (0~0) would be forbidden,
but does not exclude a 2+ assignment. According to Ref.
2 the corresponding BM(A, ) are 1.6+0.2 W.u. for E2
(J =0+) and (4. 1+0.6}&&10 W.u. for M 1 (J=2+). Fi-
field et al. also assign T =0 to this state.

RESOLUTION OF THE 0+,2+ AMBIGUITY

We have reanalyzed Steck's elastic scattering data' us-

ing a technique for spin zero particles which expands the
scattering amplitude into resonant and nonresonant
terms. ' The nonresonant term can vary linearly with en-

ergy. If quality excitation data at many angles are avail-
able, this technique has been very successful in identifying
the resonant l and hence J (for spin zero systems) of
states whose width is small compared to the fitting inter-
val. Also, the strength for elastic scattering, I /I, is

treated as a free resonant parameter.
Steck's excitation data are in 5-keV steps at 14 angles.

Experimental resolution (chiefly energy straggling and
target thickness) smears out any sharp resonances and

greatly reduces the height of the resonant excursion.

While Steck folded these target and beam effects into
his phase shift analysis and thus obtained an accurate lev-
el width I =1.0+0.5 keV, we chose to focus on the J
assignment and let the program adjust I and I /I to fit

the smeared-out data. The distinguishing signature be-
tween the 0+ and 2+ assignment will then be how well the
program can fit at angles where Pq(cos8) differs strongly
from Po(cos8), e.g. , for 8—= 125', where P2(cos8) -=0.

We used Billen's program to fit simultaneously at all
14 angles the elastic scattering data from Steck. ' (The re-
cent modifications of Billen's program by Caskey and
Riedhauser were not needed for fitting this narrow region
containing only one level. ) Figure 1 shows for a few sam-
ple angles the best fits which could be achieved for both a
0+ and a 2+ assignment. Note that for angles not near
8=125' (where P2=-0) the two fits are nearly equivalent.
However, at 0=119.0' and at 0=123.6' only the 0+ as-
signment could fit the resonant excursion. The overall
X /degree of freedom for all 14 angles is 0.66 for the 0+
and 0.92 for the 2+ solution. This rather small difference
of course largely reflects the fact that at angles not near
P2(cos8)=0 the smeared-out fits are indistinguishable.
The fitted parameters, I „z——10.2 keV and the ratio
(I /I ) =0.12, also largely reflect the energy-target

smearing and only imply that I && 10.2 keV and
I a /I &&0.12. (For a recent discussion of resolution ef-

fects on level parameters see Ref. 9.)
Since the fitting program permits the background am-

plitude and phase to vary linearly with energy, compar-
ison of the resultant backgrounds and phases for the I =0
and 2 possibilities is also of interest. While the needed
background amplitude variations were reasonable for both
possibilities, the variation was less for the l =0 assump-
tion. The fitted phase of the background was reasonable
at all angles for an l =0 resonance, but for the I =2
choice, at one angle (66.8') the background phase showed
an oscillation over the resonance such as to reduce the
I =2 resonance contribution. Hence, we conclude that the
needed variations in background are consistent with our
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FIG. 1. Fits at sample angles to ' O(a, ao) data near E„=11.55 MeV in Ne (E =8.53 MeV}. The solid lines correspond to a 0+
resonance and the dashed lines to a 2+ resonance. The fitting program uses as scattering amplitude a resonant term and a non-

resonant term which can vary linearly with energy. The I =0 and I =2 fits are equivalent at most angles, but at 0=119' and
8= 123.6' [which are near 8= 125 where Pz(cos8) =0] only the 0+ assignment is satisfactory.



/ =0 choice.
Our new 0+ level at 11.55 MCV may be the same as a

tentative 0+ state reported' in 1977 at 11.48+0.06 MCV
in the 'sO(3He, n) Ne reaction.

Until now only six 0+ states at E„&12.436 MCV were
known, "and all have been assigned as heads of rotational
bands, "' although in this paper we question the band
head assignment of the 0+, 12.436 MeV state. Probably
the 0+, 11.55 MeV state also starts a rotational band.

What are the characteristics of this 0+ state at 11.55
MeV which will serve as signatures for members of this
band/ Its narrow total width (I -1 keV) at this excita-
tion energy is most remarkable for a T =0, 0+ state and
implies a reduced width 8~ for alpha decay to the ground

stateof ' Oof ~2X10 . This valueis about anorderof
magnitude smaller than any other known 0+ state in Ne.
The next larger one with 8,=10 is the well-studied

Sp-4h state at 12.44 MeV.
Brown' has calculated reduced widths for alpha decays

for the seven 0+ states below E„( Ne)=15 MeV which
are predicted in the shell model using a model space con-
taining four (for ' 0) and eight (for Ne) particles outside
a closed C COI'c.

Of the seven 0+ states with E„&15 MeV, Brown'i
predicts that three around 12 MeV should have small 8,
(see our Table D. The two predicted at 11.66 and 12.705
MeV also have a large 8, to the first excited state of '6O.

Garman et a/. point out that either of these two corre-
sponds well to the experimental properties of the 0+,
12.44 MeV state which they studied in great detail, name-

ly, small 8 but large 8,. The other 0+ state predicted at
11.494 MeV should have small 8 for both the ground and
first excited state of ' 0 and thus corresponds well both in
predicted cncI'gy location and thc prcdictcd VCIy SIQall to-
tal width to our 0+ state at 11.55 MeV. We therefore ten-
tatively identify our 0+ state at 11.55 MeV with the one
Brown predicted at 11.494 MeV.

Recently, Hindi et a/. ,
"via ' C(' C,a) Ne, reported an

8+ state at 18.538 MeV which has large '~C+ Be clus-
tering but very small 8 . They therefore associated it

TABLE I. Predictions by Brown (Ref. 13) of excitation ener-

gies and reduced widths for o,-particle decays of 0+ states in

Ne.

)9.65
&e.~

g l9.28
IL96o
18 54

)4.75j
, r

~ ts.co+ '~ ~~

i%57
x)XS4

t& 0 ~ &F5

& )2A4
~ ~2.2~8(T=~ Vj

& )1.886
~~&&.55

with a new rotational band headed by the 0+, 12.44 MeV
state which Garman et a/. ' found to have a small 8,.
Hindi et a/. included in the new band a 6+ state at 15.159
MeV which also had a small 8,, but they could not find

convincing candidates for the 2+ and 4+ members.
Since the chief characteristic of the 0+, 12.44 MeV

state is not its small 8 but its huge 8, of —1, any other

member of a band based on it as a head should have very
large 8,. There is no evidence that either the 6+ or g+

state proposed by Hindi et a/. ' has an appreciable 8 . In

fact, for the 6+ state, Young et a/. ' find the decay is pri-
marily via az and a& and less than 4% to ui. For the 8+
state Hindi et a/. did not resolve ui from ai decay, nor

ai from uz, but did quote 8~, =0.085+0.014 on the as-
2

sumption that uq dominates, and 8,=0.24, assuming

that a3 dominates. This first assumption is consistent
with the strong triple correlations (a~i+2y) which they
see for decay to ' 0 (6.13, 3 ). Unfortunately, in neither
case are the data sufficiently good to exclude the fact that

8~, may be appI'eciable since the lower centripetal barrier

will favor ai over ai. However, the barrier penetrabihties
are not so different for az and ai. Hence, we question
whether the 0+, 12.44 MCV state belongs to the band pro-
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FIG. 2. E„vs J(7+1) plot for 2 Ne levels which might be

candidates for the 06+ and 07+ rotational bands. The solid lines
correspond to our preferred band s1opes. The solid circles corre-
spond to relatively we11-estabhshed band members. The (x)'s in-
dicate states which have some, but not all, of the characteristics
expected of 06+ band members. Open circles relapse similarly to
possible 07+ band members.
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TABLE II. Ne states under consideration for the 06+ band.

(MeV kkeV)

r
(keV)

r.
(keV) 0' y10' Ref.

0+ &)11.552+ 8

11 557g6
1.0+0.5
1.3+0.8

0.2'

11.866

&F12.218+4
t 12.216+5"

46

( 1

(2
& 0.2'

17

2
18

13.045+ 1

13.337+1
13 342+6
13.962+ 1

18+3
26+3

20

10+2

10+3
18+5

14

4.5+1.5

3.7+1.3
6.2+2

5

1.4+0.5

7

7
20

7

14.757+5'
15.159+5
16.502+12

11d

60+15'
24+4

2d

1.2+1.5'

8.6+2.2

1.6
1+1.3'
4+1

7

15, 16

8

18.538+7 138+13 2.5+1.5 3.2+1.9
'I assumed = I .

0

There is persuasive evidence that the state is T = 1.
'Tentative J .
Parameter not well fixed.

'From Ref. 15.
Calculated with I /I =0.02+0.02 from Ref. 16.

0

posed by Hindi et al. ' Instead we suggest that the 0+,
11.55 MeV state may have more characteristics in com-
mon with the proposed band of Hindi et al. ' involving
the 6+ and 8+ cluster states and so should replace the 0+,
12.44 MeV state as band head. We note that when this is
done, the 06+ band members lie closer to a straight line on
an E» vs J(J+1) band plot (see Fig. 2}. The change in
band head also gives a steeper slope which is more physi-
cally plausible than that of the Hindi et al. ' choice since
the latter requires a moment of inertia of 6.0 (MeV)
whereas two touching spheres of Be and ' C give only 5.8
(MeV)

There remain the problems of identifying the 2+ and
4+ members of the 06+ band and locating candidates for a
new 07+ band built on the higher 0+, 12.44 MeV state,
which has (theoretically and experimentally) a very small

Oz, but very large 8
In the following discussions we have supplemented the

Ne level information from the Ref. 11 compilation with
recent '60(a, a;)' 0 data and analyses from Caskey7 and
Riedhauser. Tables II and III list levels which might be
considered for the two bands.

Other members of the 06+ band

In the literature" only a couple of 2+ states have
E„—12 MeV as expected for the proposed 06+ band. One
at 11.886 MeV, reported' in the ' O(a, ao) reaction, has a
reduced width (if I -I } of 8s, =11X10 which is

much too large for this band. The other possibility is a
2+ state at 12.218 MeV, seen ' in ' O(a, y) Ne, which

has an undetected I and I and a total I &1 keV, and~o 0,')

so the reduced widths are certainly small enough. A fatal
objection to it being a band member is the quite persuasive
evidence ' that it is a T=1 state corresponding to the
2+ state in F at 2.04 MeV.

That no T =0, 2+ state of suitably small 0~ has beenao

reported is understandable because no ' O(a, ao) data of
requisite resolution exist for this energy region. Also, the
heavy-ion reactions used to discover the 6+ and 8+
members are relatively insensitive to low spin states in an
excitation region where the level density is appreciable.
Thus, above 12 MeV, the only low spin Ne state ever
identified via ' C(' C,a} Ne was the 0+, 12.44 MeV state
reported first' by ' O(a, ao) and which Balamuth et al. '

only saw by (a,y) coincidence with annihilation radiation
from the abnormally large branch to the '60 (6.05 MeV)
pair emitting state.

A search of current literature for a possible 4+ band
member reveals only three candidates which have about
the right energies and moderately small 8 (see Table II).
The one with smallest 8 (=1.4X10 ) at 13.962 MeV is

a new narrow state seen by Caskey, but the energy is
somewhat high. The 13.342 MeV state reported by
Hausser et al. in ' O(a, ao) scattering has the right ener-

gy although its 8 (=6.2+2X10 as measured by Cas-

key ) is on the high side. Hindi et al. ' suggested this
state as a candidate for their new band. The third 4+ can-
didate at 13.045 MeV (8~ =3.7+1.3X10 ) is another
new state, but its energy is somewhat low. Thus there is
no clear choice and, in fact, the 4+ member may as yet be
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TABLE III. ' Ne states to be considered for the 07+ band.

E„
(MeV+ keV)

r
(keV)

r
(keV)

r.
(keV) 0~ )&10 0 g10' Ref.

0+ 12.436+4
i 12.430+4
~F13.096'
/) 13 09c
13.570+2

t)13.904
& 13.905

24.4+0.5
29+ 13
39'

12+5
50

74+10

3.6+0.9
18+12

5c

2.3+ 1 ~ 7

31
56+12

20.8+0.4
11+25"

& 34'
large

& 10+5
19

& 18+16

0.6+0.2'
3+2

]C

0.43+0.3
5.5

9.8+2. 1

210+4'
90+90'
& 100'

& 8+4
7 7'

& 7+6

14
7

7
22

7

23
7

13.962+1
(I13.99
i~14.724~ »
~I14 75e

15.327+5
16.325

10+2

59'

21+11
43

4.5+1.5

14'

6+4
f

& 6+3
d

&45'

& 15+12
f

1.4+0.5

33

1.9+1.4

& 40+30

& 60'

& 8+6

7
22

7
22

7
3

16.502+ 12
18.742+24
19.281+13
19.440+9
19.652+ 18
20.442+25

24+4
141+46
137+32
131+13
139+35
366+54

8.6+2.2
24+ 11

h
h
h

30+18"

& 16+5g
& 117+47g

16.4+7'
50+6'

19.5+8'
& 336+72"

4+1
6+3

6+4k

& 42+ 13g

& 32+13~
J

J
& 33+7

8,4
8

8,4
8,4
8,4
8,4

'Recomputed by us for ro ——1.25 fm.
Assuming r=r. +r

0 1

'Tentative (2+) and parameters not well determined.
Seen only in the (a, a&) channel.

'Tentative (4+) and parameters not well determined.
Resonance seen by Ref. 3 both in ao and a~+2 channels but no (a, a~) resonance seen by Ref. 22.
No strong (a, a&) resonance seen by Ref. 22.

"Not seen in the (a, ao) channel.
'Value is not I, but is (I I )' from Ref. 8.

1 0 1

'Value is large, see the text.
"Assuming this state is the same as the elastic resonance at 20.416+31 MeV (+keV).

unobserved for the same reason as discussed for the 2+
state.

While we have assumed the 6+ and 8+ band members
as given by Hindi et al.",Table II (see also Fig. 2) shows
that there are two other 6+ possibilities. The proper
choice is not obvious. In fact, the most likely band slope
(see Fig. 2) suggests that the appropriate narrow 6+ state
may well exist undiscovered in the poorly studied region
between the data of Caskey and Billen. In connection
with the 6+ level at 16.502 MeV, we note that long ago
Gorodetzky et al. ' reported preliminary measurements of
' F(p, Be)' C and ' O(a, Be)' C for E„( Ne) betwen 15.3
and 18.7 MeV. They claimed some dozen resonances.
The one at 16.50 MeV had I =2 keV, I,=21 keV, and

I SB
——45 keV; hence, it would have some of the properties

we desire for a 6+ member of either the 06+ or 07+ band
(see below) except that the preliminary Brief Report lists
the J as 3 . (No basis is given as to how reliable the as-
signment is.)

THE NEW 07+ BAND

Since the 07+ state at 12.44 MeV has'" a very small 8~
(-10 ) and a very large 8 (= —1), we look for these

characteristics in possible band members.
Of the many known 2+ levels with 12.5&E„&14.5

MeV only three show promise. One level is a strong
' O(a, a&) resonance at 13.09 MeV reported as a tentative
(2+) by Garman in her unpublished 1980 Ph. D. thesis at
Oxford University. The I is presumably small because

Caskey via ' O(a, ao) reports no 2+ at this energy. How-
ever, Caskey had poor data fits in this region, but X
dropped by 1 l%%uo when he added a very weak (0+) level.
Very recently, he found an equivalent improvement in P
by replacing the tentative 0+ state with a 2+ level. The
resultant parameters (if 2+) give a 8 -10 and 8~ & 1.

The second possibility is the narrow 2+, 13.570 MeV
state for which Caskey calculated a very suitable
0 =4.3 &(10 . However, the corresponding limit on 0~,
of &0.08 is consistent with Garman seeing no (a,a~)
resonance and would seem to exclude this state from fur-
ther consideration.

The third possibility is the 2+, 13.904 MeV state for
which Isoya from ' F(p,ao) and ' F(p,a&) data calculated

0,=5.5&(10 and 0 =36&10 . For the same state

Caskey, via ' O(a, ao), finds an even higher
L9~ =9.8&10 and limits 8~ to &70&(10, so this
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state also seems excluded because of the too small 8,.2

The present data therefore strongly favor the state at
13.09 MeV for the 2+ member and hence a band slope
like the 06+ band (see the dotted line in Fig. 2).

While Table III indicates that several 4+ states have
suitable 0~, the tentative 4+, 15.327 MeV level can prob-

0

ably be excluded on the basis of Caskey's limit of
0~ &0.08. Also, the 4+, 16.33 MeV state reported by

Hausser et al. is an unlikely choice since Garman sees
very little (a,a&) strength in this region. Caskey's new
narrow 4+ level at 13.962 MeV has satisfactory values for
both reduced widths and undoubtedly corresponds to the
4+ which Garman reported at 13.99 MeV from (a,u&).
Likewise, Caskey via (u, ae) and Garman via (a,a~) each
identify a tentative 4+ state near 14.74 MeV which would
be acceptable.

While either of the latter two may qualify as the 4+
member of the 07+ band, consideration of possible 6+ can-
didates (see below) suggests that the Oz+ band may have a
steeper slope (the solid line of Fig. 2). If so, the 4+ band
member may well lie undiscovered in the gap, poorly
studied by (a,ao), between the work of Caskey and Bil-
len. In fact, Garman's unpublished (a, a&) thesis study
of this region does show several very strong (overlapping)
resonances at 8=54.7' which disappear at 8=70.1' where
P4(cos8)=0. However, most of the resonances also disap-
pear at 8=90', which implies odd parity or strong ac-
cidental cancellations.

Possible higher J candidates
for the Oq+ band

We come next to 6+ candidates for the 07+ band. Bil-
len and Riedhauser agree on a narrow 6+, 16.S02 level
with 8~ -4+ 1 g 10 . Examination of Billen's un-ao
resolved a~+a2 data and also his a3 and a~ data (see Figs.
5—10 of Ref. 4) shows that the same resonance appears in
these channels. This state lies nicely along a possible low
slope band, but Garman reports no strong (a, a&) reso-
nance, so it is an unlikely member.

No other very promising 6+ candidate appears until
one gets to E„—19.4 MeV where Billen found a remark-
ably strong a& yield (see or ——4m ao in his Fig. 15 and the
a &2 Legendre coefficient in his Fig. 16). Fitting of the ac-
tual data (e.g., his Fig. 30) required four overlapping 6+
levels (Billen's Table III). Riedhauser's reanalysis of the
data confirms the results and gives better parameters.
Riedhauser also succeeded in analyzing the simultaneous-
ly taken ao data and found little correspondence (with one

exception) of the ao resonances to the four a& resonances.
Hence, three of this cluster of 6+ states, strongly decaying
in the a~ channel and very weakly in the ao channel have
the same characteristics as the band head. (These overlap-
ping 6+ states should mix strongly. )

%'e therefore choose the 19.44 MeV level as the most
likely 6+ candidate, since it is near the center of the over-
lapping cluster and has the highest (I I )'~~ value.

However, at even higher excitation energies several other
6+ levels occur in the u& channel. Riedhauser finds a
20.442 MeV level with a huge (I ~ I ~,

)'~ =117 keV; if
this state is the same as the elastic resonance he sees at
20.416 MeV, then 8,=6+4X10 and 8, &0.33.

An 8+ candidates

Billen's data (19&E„&21MeV) had no indication of
any 8+ strength in the n~ channel. In the uo channel
Riedhauser reports an 8+, 18.957 MeV state with
(8~ =0.03). However, there is no evidence for appreciable

a& yield, and the ground state reduced width is too large.
This level may belong to the 05+ band. ' The lack of any
suitable 8+ candidate below 21 MeV also argues against
the lower slope (the dotted line in Fig. 2) for the 07+ band.
The more likely band slope (the solid line in Fig. 2) gives
an extrapolated 8+ location -24 MeV. Unfortunately,
nothing is known about the I' and I of any of the 8+

a& 0
levels above E„=21 MeV, so even speculation about an
8+ candidate for a possible high slope band is presently
not productive.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have been able to assign 0+ to a state
in 20Ne at 11.55 MeV which has unusually small width
for alpha decay. We suggest that this 11.55 MeV state is
a more appropriate 06+ head for a recently suggested band
involving 6+ and 8+ members with large cluster configu-
rations than an earlier suggested 0+ state at 12.44 MeV.
We discuss candidates for the 2+ and 4+ members of the
06+ band. A new 07+ band based on characteristics of the
0+, 12.44 MeV state is explored. Possible members seem
to lie either on a low slope line paralleling the 06+ band or,
more likely, on a high slope line like the Oj+ band. De-
cisions on band members will need both better experimen-
tal information and better theoretical calculations of the
properties of the band members.
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